
Tomorrowland

I have dreams of a place called ‘Tomorrow’

save for the light of day, I chase the things written in the morrow

Its golden gates stay laced within the corners of my mind

It’s idea made to replace all the wrongs of mankind

Tomorrow unearths long-buried dreams

Brought in birth by the youth that childhood brings

Tomorrow, yet not a world set in stone

But a thought twirled in the mind of man, to walk a path unknown

Brought forth from the hearts that beat a thousand drums

Called for by the lots, soon departs nature’s child, countless in sum

Little mankind, the ones unburdened by truth

Fickle and blind, is now to foster the youth

The promised, tomorrow, lies at the edge of today

It hides in the plainest sight, clearer than day

In the knowledge of man, the first of its kind

Tomorrow exists with the earth, soul, heart, and Mind



Rhyme scheme breakdown with highlights

A I have dreams of a place called Tomorrow

A save for the light of day, I chase the things written in the morrow

B Its golden gates stay laced within the corners of my mind

B It’s idea made to replace all the wrongs of mankind

C Tomorrow unearths long-buried dreams

C Brought in birth by the youth that childhood brings

D Tomorrow, yet not a world set in stone

D But a thought twirled in the mind of man, to walk a path unknown

E Brought forth from the hearts that beat a thousand drums

E Called for by the lots, soon departs nature’s child, countless in sum

F Little mankind, the ones unburdened by truth

F Fickle and blind, is now to foster the youth

G The promised, tomorrow, lies at the edge of today

G It hides in the plainest sight, clearer than day

E In the knowledge of man, the first of its kind

E Tomorrow exists with the earth, soul, heart, and Mind


